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HYBRID SYSTEM FOR BOTANY RE NITION • I· 
ABSTRACT 
Hybrid ystem for Botany Rec gnition is a . yst ·m th t aims 1 b 
botany expert system to aid tudent or other u er of b tani al f Id n plant 
identification. It contain a leaf recognition module where the tem \ ill r ni ed 
a leaf template image and identify the feature , a fuzzy logic module that refine the 
recognition module' output data and an image databa e c n i t f the detail of 
pecies build based on a e Based Rea oning concept. 
This project proposal contains mainly the leaf re gniti n m dule. It contain 
a tudy f the current rec gniti n technology including b th image pr ce inu field 
and the neural netw rk field. It will al c ntain a brief review f the tcchn I gy in 
di cu i n and c nfigurati n , b th fit int the literature r view ti n. y tern 
analy i and de ign will detail the verall y tern including the oftwarc and 
hardware inv Ive. A ecti n f meth d log will review the rncth d u .ed bs s .d n 
the principle f ft.ware engineering and will e applied thr ugh ut the pha ·e t aid 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Definition 
Hybrid ystem for Botany Recogniti n is tandard ex cuti n y t m t nd to 
help users of botanical field on the identification of tr .c p cic ba ed n th leaf 
feature. The system is build up by 3 modules, which i : 
1) Leaf Recognition Module 
This module intends to extract the feature of the leaf query image. It analy is 
processe the query image; extract the feature and cl ify the feature 
extracted to predefined feature categ ry. The utput i then u ed a an input 
t match with the predefined pccie image. in the uild in im ge library t 
identify the query image leaf pccie . 
2) Fuzzy Logic Module 
his module pr vide a imple way t arrive at a definite c nclu i n ed 
upon vague, ambigu u impr ci c n i y, r mi ing input inf rmati n. 
Fuzzy gic' appr ach t c ntr I pr blem mimic h w a per n w uld 
3) a e Ba e Rea oning ( BR) Module 
Thi· m dule c ntain the leaf inf rmation databa · ', includin • th' image f 
m dulc v ill ha c it - inf rrnation r ·tri • • fr m this m dul · uud di ·ploy to th· 
u · ·r. 'he us ·r al 1 tri iv Lh · Sp" ie · 
infornuui n i th· di it 111·11 11111 • i. un 1 iii 1hl :. 
l • 11 d ·lit ' ith th· I. t 111 lul ·: Le if Ucl~o~uHion Module, 
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Leaf Recognition Module, the system tend Lo rec niz • the unkn wn I• f 
based on the features such as shape, color or texture by 11. in irnn • on 
and neural network technology. The feature extracted fr m th uery im 
then used as input query for the 3rd module by scar hing through th build in 
image database and find the match feature, retrieve the p ie f th unkn n 
leaf along with the information related to the pccie . If the recognition module 
tends t return vague, impreci e re ult, the fuzzy I gic m dule will then take 
over the process of identification by filtering the re ult and make deci ion as 
human does. 
Thi y tern would act a a b tany expert that w uld let the u er to 
quickly identify tree pecic by pr viding a digit I le f image. H wever ther 
u er can u e the ystem t keep their plant databa e and plant informati n. The 
imilar framew rk f y tern can c m difi d that it can c t red a digital 
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1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of the pr [ect arc: 
,/ To build a system that would help the botanical f Id u r t ui kl 
identify plant specie 
,/ To ease the pecic information retrieval pr ce 
,/ To erve as a botany expert that could be acces · anytime 
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1.3 Scopes & Limitations 
1.3.1 Project Scopes 
The project will be developed within the parameter of: 
,/ Develop a stand-alone sy tern that can e tract pc i fie feature f 
digital leaf image . 
,/ Develop a y tern that can identify the pecie f the unknown leaf 
pecies within it knowledge ba e ba ed on the feature. 
,/ Information of the identified pecic will be retrieved from kn wledge 
ba e and pre ent t the u er 
,/ evclop a y tern that able t elicit u eful information ab ut a leaf fr m 
the u er and ba ed n the inf rmati n pr vided, categ rize it int it. 
m t bel nging pecic . 
While thi pr p al i lely di cu n the eaf Recognition Module, this 
m dulc will be devel pcd ba ed on the f II wing parameter: 
,/ evelop a recognition engine that would rec ni e the unknown leaf 
digital ima e 
,/ evcl p a rec gniti n en inc that matches human rec miti n a ility 
that i re ogniti n n t b e a ·t mat ·h but by iirnilarit 
,/ he · ·t ·m oukl ha · 111 ·fli .icnt I .af kn 
that ·a: th· us .rs on uddinn 11 ·v sr · i ·s 
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1.3.2 Limitations 
Apart from the scope, this sy tern has limitation whereby: 
o Optimize only for b tanical field leaf type. 
o Recognition i only depend on a few feature f the leaf u h a hape 
color or structure. 
o Retrieval process extensively consume computati nal p wer. 
o Information elicitation pr cc i not a flexible a human expert . 
o Knowledge ba e nly t re kn wledge f expert ut n t experience. 
Thi m dule i re tricted by f II wing limitati ns: 
o ecrease in rec gnize accuracy with the digital image ntain n i c 
r to many content . 
o Rec niti n err r w uld lead to fol e pc ic inf rmati 11 retrieval 
pre entcd to u er . 
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1.4 Aims 
This system is aimed to: 
./ Provide a simple recognizing and information r trieving ngin that 
ea e the use of u er 
./ Provide a knowledge base retrieval system that would match up a 
botanical experts or encyclopedia 
./ Enable fast but high accuracy retrieval of information 
Apart from that, the Leaf Recognition Module i aimed t 
./ Devel p an efficient alg rithm t extract feature f leaf f r matching 
proce 
./ evel p an image retrieval alg rithm that fit n t only leaf but any 
digital image . 
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J. 5 Expected Outcome 
The following would be expected fr m the ystcm: 
./ ase of use user interfaces that fulfill the user-fri ndlin s r quir m nt. 
./ Acceptable response time between data retrieval and mat hing pr e 
And for the Leaf Recognition Module, the f llowing utc me i e rpect d: 
./ An acceptable response time and err r rate f retrieval procc . 
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1.6 Project Schedule 
To clarify the time management and m th the c ntr I, a pr j 
schedule that consists of the whole development's activiti s L _ ntial t th 
developer to achieve a systematic progre and en ur n-tim deli fthe 
product. This project is scheduled a bel w: 
ToskName Our.iuon StJn F1n1oh , ln1toduc1Jon 7 di1'/11 Mon 7/5I04 Tuo 7/13/04 
2 Mile tone 0 d;vt Tul 7113/04 Tue 7113/04 
3 Uler.itur& RevtllW 14 dayt' w d 7/14/04 Mon 8/'2/04 
Milestone Odays Mon 8/'2/04 Mon 0/2/04 
s M lhodology 14dayt Tu 8/3I04 Fri 8/20/04 
6 Mil one 0 days Fn 8/20I04 I Fn er.lOI04 
7 Bys1em Matral• 7 d!IYI Mon 8123/04 Tue 8r.l1/04 
8 Mii ton Od Tue 8/31/04 Tut 8131/04 •Ml 
9 Gystom Oeelgn 14 dllVI' Wed Q/1/04 Tu Q/14/04 •i 114 
10 Mll06tonu Od Tue Q.114/04 Tut 8114104 
11 llYt1 m 1mp1 m n non 75 days w d 0/1611)4 Wed 1 /'22/04 
12 Mii 81008 Od w d 12/11/04 Wtd12n1/04 
13 Syct mT oung 20 d Thu 12/23/04 w d 1119/05 
14 0 dayt Wod 1/IQ/05 Wed 1f1 /05 
15 20 d Thu 1/20/05 Wed 1/18/05 
0 dll'lt W d 1/Hl/05 W o "111/0S 
17 Outum n uun 171 d Mun7/W4 w d 21111/0~ 
18 MllO!JIOne Od yt w d 211bl05 Wtd 11G/05 • 'J/1 
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1. 7 Chapter Summary 
This report is divided into 8 chapter . A brief 
is as below: 
f h h pt r 
hapter 1 Introduction serves a an introdu tion to th entire 
project. It overviews the pr [ect objective , cope 
expected outcomes, and project chedule . 
tern, aim 
hapter 2 literature Revi •w review n the urvey features, 
capabilitie and y tern architecture that will e applied t thi pr ject. 
It contain the re carch and analy i of the available y tern and 
technique n the pr ject d main 
).- hapter 3 M thodology fairly di cu e the development 
nd te hn I gic u 
);.- 'hapter 4 Sys! m Analysis di cu c the rcquircmcn f the 
y tern including the functi nal and the n n-functional well 
hardware ands ftwarc requirement 
>- hapt r 5 st m "Sign document the a pe ·t that uild up a 
·t em. It ntain · the functi ns that have t e irnpl merited th· 
y tern in luding screen r int irfa c de i )(1, data Il win ' nnd II 
m dulc that u ed in th 'Y· tern. 
• stem imp/ '111e11tatio11 r ·vi ·w th 
11 ut th • me dul •s 111d I orithm th 1t hu · b icu dt ·i 11 
intc in. tru tions that ·1111 l • imp] .m ·nl ·d 11 in• icrt tin · 111p11t ·r 
).- hap! r 6 
pro nm1111111 
'Ii 11 tcr • vstern 'li•,\·t/11~ J ·11111 ·nt th • ur- don t ·n ur th 
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);;> Chapter B System Evaluation and on iluslon r svi ws th" 
outcome of the system as well as the probl ms ris and th lutions 
best suit. It also discuss the advantage and di advanta c f th 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
For the Leaf Recognition Module, the verall re ogniti n pr 
can be divided into several processes. he digital image will fi ti b ing 
analyzed according to predefined algorithm to identify the feature of each 
specie . The feature i then stored together with the digital image in the 
image library. For the recognition proce , when the y tern i upplied with a 
query image, the image i then being analyzed with the me algorithm, and 
the feature be clas ified t the predefined eta and will erve a an input for 
matching imilarity with the feature f the t red image in the BR 
databa e. 
The literature r view conducted will focus on the method that an be 
applied to thi y tern. Mo t of the techn logie c me fr m the Image 
Pr ce ing and Artificial Neural Netw rk field. In section 2.2, the major 
technique of image retrieval will be briefly intr duced. hi i f II win by 
the d n 2. with a more depth f the t .hniqucs intr du c 
with e ti n 2.4 h win a few urrent y tern that u e · the te hn I gie . In 
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2.2 Technique Review 
2.2.1 Content-Based Image Retrieval 
There is a wealth of research done in developing irna r tri 
techniques. For the image proce ing technique, it can be la i ied int three 
categories: Lexi-based retrieval content-based r trieval, and semantic based 
retrieval. Text-ba ed retrieval techniques attempt l manually define 
description of the image and image acce i done thr ugh keyword 
matching. The performance is limited by the set of u ually inc mplete 
keyword maintained in the ystern, ince an image i ernantically richer 
than text de cription . While the natural language u ed to a iatc the text 
with the image' ntent, it will re ult in ambiguity where interprctati n by 
di ffcrcnt pe pie re ult in different text de riptor . 
In c ntent-ba d retrieval technique, the bject , col r, texture, and 
hape extracted from an image i u ed a the a i f r retrieval. However, 
the e technique are limited by the difficulty in pecifying a tra t qu rie . In 
the crnantic-ba cd retrieval te hniquc, cmantic mcanin is or· u cd t 
retrieve relevant image . Typically me f rm f kn wledgc ba e i r equ ired 
in the emantic-based r itrieval systems. ' ntcnt-based technique· arc 
.uu · • they ur n I t perf rm uut mati 
ontcnt e uracti n. 
ntent- 1 • id r ·tri 11 l hniqu 'ii urr ·nil · 111 b · In, iii ·d int 
IC'mpl 11 • 111 uching, ~fol 1/ vtttun:» mot ·'1111 •\ 111 I lu · 1/ i1 1l11n1s ma/ •IJl11J!· 111 
us· I to d ·t ''I ob] I. within un 
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and the orientation of the template. lobal features uch a c lor, l xtur or 
shape information have als been widely used t r tricvc irna 
retrieval technique usually works in specialized applicati n d main th t h e 
very distinct shape. olor and texture arc more suitable for gen rat purpo 
application domains. 
2.2.2 Artificial Neural Network 
Another field that become more and m re popular in ol mg 
pr blems uch a mapping, clustering and con trained ptimization i the 
artificial neural netw rk (ANN). By under landing the human brain a 
biological neural netw rk, ANN take the advantage f human way f 
learning and implement into uch problem olving area. 
Artificial Neural Nctw r an b defined a an inf rmati n- 
procc ing system that ha certain performance charactcris tic in comm n 
with bi I gical ncur I netw rk . A neural net c n i t f large num er f 
implc pr c ing clement called ncur n . ach ncur n i nne tcd with 
each ther, re ulting in a netw rk f neur n that can be applic Ive 
varier f pr bl m, uch a. storing and retrieving data r patterns, 
imilar pattern r finding 
A neural nctw rk i 
learning alg rithm and ( 
luti n t c n trained ptimiz lion pr I m . 
hara teriz d b I) ar 'hit' ture, (2 train in, r 
activati n fun ti n, ANN ur hite lure tin 
di id id int sin ti r multi lo ·r 11 ·t. 
hidd ·n In r nv · rn th· input 111d Hllf, ut unit ' where l.' th multll 1 ·r n t 
Vi iure . hu'i, rs l nth urc r· ·d-fon ird m.·ts. Fi iurc •. . lmv ll II ur ,, II I 
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In addition to the architecture, the learning algorithm di tin uis h the 
characteristic of different neural net. Learning al orithm i a m th d f 
setting the weights of the neural nets. 




Figure 2.1: iogle Layer Net 
Input HldOen OlllPut 
la')« Loy n IWIS 
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2. 3 Domain Study 
2. 3.1 Introduction 
Digital image retrieval ha been an active re earch area in th 
l 970's. ither by military or civilian, gigabytes f digital image library has 
encouraged the development of the efficient brow ing, earching and 
retrieving of the digital image [I]. mergence f large- cale image collection 
cau es technique applied became less and les effective. Many technique 
have been pr posed each managing the wcaknc c of each ther that the 
best appr ach would be implemented with the available hardware technol gy. 
2.3.1.1 lament Bas d Image R tri val 
~ontent-based imag r tri al i defined a the retrieval of relevant 
image fr m an image databa e ba ed n aut matically derived imagery 
feature [9]. ntenl ba ed image retrieval wa pr p ed to overc me the 
difficulty of traditi nal text-ba d image retrieval paradigm. arge ize f 
image c llecti n, rich content in image and ubjectivit f human 
percepti n · had enc ur ge th imag r etrieval y tem ing uilt u in th 
n w c ntcnt a. cd paradi m. In thi · ·cti n, only th· basi · r content bu ·d 
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,===:-i -; 
!no llll'C 
Figure 2.4: ontcut-bas ·d image retrieval framework 
olor Feature Extraction 
ol r f eaturc i th m 1 wid ly u cd feature tra ti n in th irna re 
retrieval pr cc nc f the c mrnon mcth I r 
hi ·t gram \I her it tak 'S inl a ount th pr babilit fin ten. it f th 
three · I r hannels . 
• amMat h 12] apturc H1" nt nt f inter t and us rd t 
mputc ·imilarity. SnmMut h is in ipircd y th di 1itizalic n { f :( und, 
ft snn11 I ·s an im 1 • v ith r ·~p · t to spa ·c i111 •1 11. F< r ·u .h sn111pli11, 
· ion, th· av ·m ' · i )II is ·111111 11t xl, Th · r ·:ult 
f mis th Ieutur • ' r ( f'th Im 1p • 
• uuM \t ih qui s I ·s-; sp 1 • • xunpnr • J tu · m ·loi•mm, 111u!Opl • iolor 
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vector require less space and are less expensive to compar ·, makin 
this scheme suitable for large databa cs as 16000 ima c . mMni h L 
also flexible where users are able to as ciate area with bje t in th 
image, and allows different ampling rates on the query imag to 
support sub-image matching. 
VIP R [3] presented a color-spatial technique for image retrie al with 
a new indexing tructure called MA . Be ide color hi t gram olor 
Moments and olor et als are u ed in repre entation in Image 
Retrieval. 
).- Texture Feature E traction 
exturc refc to the vi. ual pattern that have pr pertic of 
h mogcneity that do n t re ult fr m the pre en e f nly a ingle lor 
or intcn ity (51. Tc ture feature c traction doe not take nly a inglc 
color r intensity, but i an innate pr perty f virtually all urface . h 
contains the important inf rmation ab ut the tructural arrangement f 
urfa e and their relati n hip t the urr undin en ir nm int. ln arl 
O re earchc began t tudy the u c f wav ·I t transf rm in tc turc 
repre sentati n after it wa intr duced and i · the reti al framew rk 
·stublishcd. 
pnir 
an v I similarit m d I in whi h ·u h imo · is 
its • ii ms. 111 I the simil 1ri1 111c isurc b ·twc 11 a 
the fin ·lion or th 1r · t of' th . Iwo 
m 1t ·hin • r · i us from th' im igcs, WALRUS's 
ho I irnln 1 • 
WA R ( ] mpl 
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for the cases when images contain .similar regi ns but th r ion in on 
image is a translation or a caling f the matchin r i n in th th r. 
WALRUS effectively eliminate the eating and tran lari n pr bl m, 
not only at the image level, but also at the object level. N. Vuj i and 
D. Brzakovic [7] assuming that the random pattern ma ubj t to 
misregistration relative to its repre entation in the databa e and 
as urning that it have mi ing part . Matching i archived based on the 
texture pattern obtained by randomly embedding short fibers into the 
document medium during fabrication . Multi-wavelet have performed 
well and pr ve to be able t Ive pr terns f finding ptimal 
corresponding p int . It al 
than scalar ones. 
w that multi-wavelet perf rm ener 
~ Shape 
hapc repre entati n can be divided into b undary- a cd r regi n- 
ba ed. The former u e nly the outer b undary f the hape while the 
latter u c the entire hap rcgi n. 'I he imilarit appr ach in IR M [ ] 
r du e the influen e f ina urate egmentati n, h Ip t larif the 
emantic of a particular r 'gi n, and cnabl s a • imp le querying 
interface f r r 7i n~ a ·ed ima, retrieval y 'l nn . It was m re uccurate 
and fa tcr rctri al ompar id with • ·i 'tin al rithm · IRM r xiu • · the 
f ina "lll'lll ' S' Ill 'Ill itl II, \II imp ('(Ill( f)I' p rty (hut 
p · i ltt:l' r h 1s irtu 111 o ·d ' xl, F 11.dn Mukh! 1 i rn 111d '11d ·eh 
ml h ·s. th· p1 >I I ·111 in tw >·dim n ion ii , hur • 
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with a modified conventional matching alg rithm, an eff ctivc . hap 
representation method ha been proposed by do. ribin hap 11 in 
maxima and minima of its urvature cale pa c ( ) nt urs, 
Daniel urtis and David A. Meyer f 12] propo cd that F uricr Iran fi rm 
is qualified as a superi r quantum alg rithmi 
template as a subimage for a larger image. 
luti n f r I eating a 
2.3.1.2 Artificial Neural Network 
Neural netw rk meth d logy is replacing many traditional to I in the 
field of knowledge di covery and me related field as the c mputers 
become fa ter and fa ter. or example, peech rec gniti n neural 
network ft.ware can now w rk n aim . t any h me c rnputcr. 
Bey nd doubt, the image recogniti n i g ing t e ne t. [ 12) te ted 
p ible applicati n f neural network tcchn I gy in artificial i i n. 
[ 13] inve tigate the ability fa neural netw rk t cla · if y real w rid 
object by implementing a multi-layer perccptr n. NNfolR [ 15] i a 
human-c inputer intern ti n appr ~ h t BIR u ing R lial Ba .is 
un ti n nctwor . NNFIR fir ti c tract the diff rent fcatur la 
query image. he y tern then c mpare · the feature f query image 
f metric aluc 
the mctri rluc · h rs t I t tin -d from inrli lduul I • uu •111. -; •. Im ·d 
n th ·ir imp 11 lll • t form th. I 111 ,, ~l'I or r ·Id ·d hn I 'N, Ir th • u. ·r 
is n )t , 1tisfi d v ith th· r '. ult, h · 1111rk. the r ·tri v ·ti inm s with 
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incrementally refines the radial basi function network, and senr IPs 
again. NNFIR is also able to learn 
incremental learning by relevance feedback. hih-F n ai p 
two-stage mapping model (T MM) [ 16] which th idc to d ign tv 
level-O generalizer to cla ify c lor and texture featur int 
texture concept. Then a level-I generalizer i designed to clas ify the 
color and texture concept a middle level c ncepts into high level 
conceptual clas es. 
( 17) futher improve the model by pre enting a new appr ach by cla ify 
image ba ed on the combination f image pr e ing technique and 
neural netw rk . An image i a ign with multiple keyw rd 
rcpre cnt its emantic c ntcnt . Then the image ar divided int 
number of rcgi n and c I r and te ture fcatur arc extracted. ne f 
the clas ificr a elf- rganizing map ( M) clu ter imilar images 
ba ed n the extracted feature . Then the e clu ter are labeled and 
u ed to train the cc nd cla ificr which con i t of cveral upp rt 
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2. 4 Current Applications 
2. 4.1 Analysis of Existing System 
L Photobook 
o URL 
http://vismod.www.media.mit.edu/vi mod/demo /photob ok/index.ht 
ml. 
o Features 
Photobook implement three different appr ache t repre ent different 
type of image c ntent: face , 20 hape and texture image. he fir t 
two use eigenvector of a covariance matrix a an rth gonal 
c ordinate y tern f image pace. A f r te ture, ilh ucuc i. 
extracted and a number f feature p int n thi arc cho en. Then 
the e feature p int arc u e a node in building finite element m d •I 
of hape. There i grid f till images di played where u er can clec 
me image r u er can enter an ann tati n filter. Fr m the r ult, 
u er can ele tan thcr query image and I p the scar h. Imo 1 • are 
rted by imilarity with the query image and pre entcd t u r. 
o Appllcations 
k ha· • n u · .d Vi ll ze 1 'elm I y in 
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Click on an image to make a new query, or 
Randorm.te 
Change the rn.u:nber of image• to display 
s 10 15 20 
Change tb.C "Mitlanty metric (wluch im gc featum to use) 
oht nhist sar 
Change the databm 
~ feretf ce1 














The texture features u ed in QBI are m dified ver i n f th 
coarseness, contrast, and directionality feature propo ed b amura. 
The shape feature con ist of hape area, circularity eccentricity, 
major axis orientation and a et of algebraic moment invariants. The 
major axi orientation and the eccentricity are c mputed fr m the 
econd rder covariance matrix f the boundary pi el : the major axi 
rientati n a the dirccti n f the large t cigcnve t r and eccentricity 
a the ratio f the malle t eigenvalue to the large t nc. For the 
databa e image , the e hape feature are extra ted f r all the bjc t 
contour scmiautornatically computed in the databa e populati n 
tep. In thi proce , the u er enter an appr ximate obje l utline, 
which is automatically aligned with the nearby image edge , u ing the 
active c nt ur technique. In thi [ect idcntificati n t p the u er 
can al a iate to t t the utlined bjcct . 
o Applications 
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Usage: Ill Get Info @l Histograrn liJ: Layout [fl find imil Text.tit ~), p e1, H bnd 
Color 
I~ 
Qu ry wa : 
Example -I 989/r242S gif 
Query Type· Color Layout 
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III. Blobworld 
o URL 
http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/phot s/bl bw rid/. 
o Features 
The color, texture, location and shape f region (blob ) and f th 
background are used for querying. The color i repre ented b a 
histogram of 218 bin of the color coordinate in lab- pace. exture is 
represented by mean contrast and anisotropy over the region, as the 
20 coordinate (contrast, contra t x ani otr py). hape i repre ented 
by (appr xirnate) area, ccentricity, and rientati n. The u er fir t 
select a categ ry in the c rch pace. hen the u er elect a regi n 
(blob) in an initial image indicating the importance of the bl b. Next, 
the u er indicate the imp rtan e f the bl b' c I r, tc lure I ati n 
and hapc, The quadratic form di tance i u ed to match two c I r 
histogram . her trieved image are ranked in linear rder pre ented 
together with the egmented ver i n sh wing the region . 
o Applications 
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I blob n11 r tu in•11nrt lit : 
jbloh (nnr•D) (rolnr t mrn lnr til)I) h iJ1 
hlnh 2 j vrry j n 1 n I j n I w1 
Query image. 130065 Q11ery blob 














The user first select a category f image and an initial et f image 
selected at random or by keyword. Query image can al o be pecified 
by its URL. The image i egmented into at mo t eight regions of 
homogeneous color, and down ized to 24x24 pixel that are used 
directly for matching. Fir t a corre pondence etween region in the 
query and target image i f und. am region in the ther image are 
merged. The hape imilarity etwccn tw regi n i ba ed n the 
number of pixel of vcrlap. The color similarity between tw r gion 
i the di tance in H pa e b tw en the unif rm r gi n 
o Applications 
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Retrteved flll31e•· &11l11ct II tlll, llllJy. 
;,; arts I IMl/l~ f!Ol 
.!! e E tr vel I veh1cl~a wildlife cii cii 
• 
Keywords: 
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V. ImageMioer 
o URL 
http://www.tzi.de/bv/ImageM inerhtm I/. 
o Features 
lmageMincr generates c ntent de cripti n d n I r, 
texture and contour . It computes a color hi togram for all grid 
elemen of homogenous ize that the image i divided to and then 
group the grid elements ba ed on their mo t frequent c lor in the 
histogram. The texture egmentati n i imilarly given by the 
b unding rectangles of the grid gr uped ace rding t their imilar 
texture. r rcpre enting texture, a tati tical appr ach i ad pted. The 
cont ur-ba cd shape de cription i btained by fir t detecting the edge 
p int u ing a gra icnt rneth d and then c nne ting the e p int t 
form c ntour . hape parameter arc extracted for the cl scd rcgi n . 
he r lation f the cont ur and the c tor and texture regi n are 
reprc ented in a graph. raph par ing alg rithm cla ify cene and 
general a de ripti n with keyw rd and v lue . The u er u 
like qucric with kcyw rd and value . ·1 he retrieval is pcrf rm ·d y 
the IBM earch Man er text archer. 
o Applications 
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2. 5 Technology 





























Tran form egmentation 
pectral 
Information Data 
Reduction 1 · iltering 
eature extracti n 
---------------- --------------- 
Feature Analysi 
Figure 2.9: I magc Analysis 1221 
Image anal i i primaril a data redu ti n pr 
imaging pr lem, megubyt _.. f ima ie dutu fl n will r duce t th 
u .cd I 
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• Preprocessing 
The preprocessing technique is to perform initial procc .. inc n th' di it I 
image so that it makes the following proce much ca icr. It i " h re 
the tasks is simple such as extracting rcgi n f intcre t, nhan ing feature r 
perform RGB and SL enhancement. It eliminate the image inf rm ti nth t 
is not required and enhances those that is needed. 
• Data reduction 
In this stage, the image data is reduced in the patial domain or transforming it 
into the spectral domain. Thi can be done by performing egmentation or 
mathematical tran formation. 
2.5.2 Edge/Line Detection 
A large change in image ri rhtnc ver a h rt patial di tan c 
indicate the pre ence fan edge. The idea i that edge informati n can be 
brained by I king at the relation hip a pixel ha with it neighb ring pixel. 
If a grey-level value i irnilar r alrno t ·imilar, there i probably n tan edge 
point. If the vale ha a widely different gray level, it may rcpre cnt an dge 
p int 
Man edge and line detect r are implemented u ing nv luti n 
ma k. nv luti n pr ccss i · verlayin ~ a ma ·k n th image, multiply the 
incid nt value and um the re ult . Man f the e p 'rat r · are 'en ritivc 
n I.' \! hi h is du. I Ii 1ht nu tunt] 11 ', ·11111 .ru I us, etc. Th.'. is 
trad •nsiti it md th . I. ·uru' or nn 'U d ·t. ·tor. II' the 
·11sit i \ ii m 1 li11 J 111 111 ·ul' · 
p int th t ittri ut 1bl tt m b . II it L s I h 
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minimize the noise effects. Because of the computational c mpl it , irsch 
Compass Masks, Robinson om pass Ma ks and r i- hen Mn. k: will n 1 b 
introduced here. 
• Roberts Operator 
The Roberts operator is the simple t edge detect r and ' rk b t n bina 
images. It marks edge points only without returning the edge orientation. 
There are two form of operators where fir t consi t f quare r t of the sum 
differences of the diagonal neighb r squared, while another contain the sum 
of magnitude of the difference of the diag nal neighb r qua red with ut the 
quare ro t. 
lstform= ~[I(r, )-l(r-1, -1) [!(r, -1)-/(r-l ) 
2nd form= ll(r, )-/ r-1, -1)1 jl(r, -1)-/(r-l, )j 
• 'obel Operator 
obel Operator con i t of two ma sk that I k for edge p int in b th 
horiz ntal and vertical direction . at each pixel I ati n we have tw alue 
'i c rre ·p nd · l the r w ma .k and ·2 fr m the lumn mo k. Thi' 
inf rmati n i then m ined int a ingle m tric. The aluc i · th n u c t 
c rnpute the edge ma mitude and the edg • dire ti n, 
[~I -2 -1 r-1 : 1 s .. 0 0 s o -1 0 
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• Prewitt Operator 
Prewitt Operator uses the concept similar to obol pcrator, but diff rent 
mask coefficient. With the convolution procc with the tw ma ks, h 
pixel location will result in: P1 result fr m the r w mo k and from th 




Pi = ~ [
-1 0 I] 
P2 = -I 0 I 
-I 0 I 
dge Magnitude = ~p: P~ 'dgc Direction =tan-'(~:) 
• lap/a .ian iperators 
The aplacian ma ks are r tationally ymmctric, which mean edge fr m all 
orientation c ntribute t the result. They are applied by electing ne ma k 
f the three and convolve with the image. he sign f the re ult from two 
adjacent pixel location pr vide directi nal inf rmati n and tell whi h idc 
of the edge i brighter. 
If we are intere ted in the edge inf rmati n, the um f the cm icnt h uld 
return zero. The larger the 'Um, the less the pr "'· · d image will change 
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Prewitt Operator 
Laplacian operators 
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2.5.3 Artificial Neural Network 
Artificial neural network arc de cribc in term f their urchitc tur p tt rns of 
connection) and in term of the way they are trained (rul s f r m di· ing 
weights). The following will introduce briefly a few type of ar hire ture and 
learning algorithm. 
• Perceptron 
Perceptron had the most far reaching impact of any early neural nets. The 
architecture of a Perceptron consi t of a single input layer of many neuron 
and a single output layer of many neur n . But to be called a Perceptr n, the 
network must al o implement the Perceptr n learning rule f r weight 
adjustment. Thi learning rule c mparcs the actual nctw rk output t the 
de ired netw rk utput t determine the new weight . 
F r each training input, the net would calculate the re pen c f the 
output unit. he net did n t di tingui h between an err r which i calculated 
utput wa 0 and the target wa -1, but it wa if the utput wa I and the 
target wa -1. The ign fan err r den te that the weight h u Id hanged 
in the directi n indicate y the target value ace rding l the f rmula: 
wi(new) - wj( Id) at i 
where t is the tar ret value, o. i the learning rate, • rain in> w uld c ntinue 
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~ G---w, h 
Figure 2.10: Perceptron architecture 
• ADALINE 
The ADA IN i a modification f the Pcrceptr n, which typically u c · 
bip lar (+I or -I) activation f r input ignal, and add "bia " which activati n 
is always +I. But the mo t imp rtant modification i the u c f a delta 
learning rule r al o known a lea t mean quare r Widr w-11 ff rule. A 
with the Perceptr n, the delta rule c rnpare de ir d utput t actual utput t 
compute weight adjustment. But the delta rule quare the err r and average 
them t av id negative err r canceling ut p sitivc nc s, 
@w n 
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Backpropagation neural net is a multilayer feedforward net trnln ·d h 
backpropagation. It can be u e to solve problem. in many area .. The trainin 
of backpropagation involve three stage: the fcedf rward f the input training 
pattern, the calculation and backpropagation of the a elated err r and th 
adjustment of the weight . 
Backpropagation has proven to be o powerful that it currently accounts for 
80% of all neural network applications. In backpropagati n net a third 
neuron layer called the hidden layer i added and the di crete thre hold 
function is replaced with a igmoid (continuou ) ne. But the m t imp rtant 
modification for backpr pagation net i the generalized delta rule, which 
allow for adju tmenr f weight leading t the hidden layer neur n in 
addition to the u ual adju tment t the weights leading to the output layer 
ncur n . ing the gencr lizc d Ila rul t adju t the weight leading t the 
hidden unit i backpr pagating the error-adju tment. 
input values 
input lay 
' ' ,' wei ht m rix 1 
' ' 
tu n lay r 
ht m nx 2 
utr 1t I •Y r 
l 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Justifications 
A methodology can be define as a set of activitic m th d , b st 
practices, deliverables and automated tool that y tern d v I p rs and 
project managers are use to develop and continuously improve information 
system and software f23]. Well organized methodology h lps th oftware 
developer to speed up and simplify the oflware development pr ces , al o 
helps the sy tern developer to plan, manage control and evaluate information 
y tern pr ject . 
While this project i done by 3 pc pie and that every nc require 
exten ive re earch and development, the development pr ce may be 
change rapidly a time g c . Much of the work may need t be d ne 
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3.1.1 Software Development Tools 














model (Section 2.9.5) 
Spiral model 
(S ction 2.9.6) 
W akne se 
Totally unsatisfactory for 
nontrivi I programs 
Delivered product may 
not meet client's needs 
Not yet proven beyond 
all doubt 
Appears to work on only 
small-scale projects 
Has not b en widely 
used other than at 
Microsoft 
Can b used for only 
large-scale, in-hous 
products 
0 velopers hav to b 
comp tent in risk analysis 
and risk r solution 
Closely models real-world 
software production 
Equivalent lo th it ratlv • 
and-incremental model 
Closely models real-world 
software production 
Underlies the Unified 
Process 
Fine for short programs that 
require no maintenance 
Disciplined approach 
Document driven 
Ensures that the delivered 
product meets the client's 
needs 
Works well when the client's 
requirements are vague 
Future users' n ds are met 
Ensures that components 
can be succ ssfully integral d 
Risk driven 
Figure 3.1: ompari 0011 of life cycle (241 
igure . I ricfly c rnpare a few flware life cycle m del with it 
stren zth and weaknessc . ·rom 1241, piral, ynchr nize-and tabilizc, 
e trcme, rapid-pr t type and c de-and fix rn del arc n t uitable a the m del 
fi m re n lar re ale, le research sy tern. While the waterfall model fail· 
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3. 2 Evolution-Tree Model 







'-----.....-----' .................... <, ... 
Design3 Desiqn, 
Implementation 1 Implementation 2 lrnplernentationj lrnplernentation, 
Episode l Episode 2 Episode 3 Episode 4 
Figure 3.2: Evolution-Tree life cycle model [24) 
The y tern was develop from cratch ( ) followed by the Rcquircment., 
Analysi 1, e ign. and lmplementati n.. When there i mcthing that ould n l be 
archive in the Dcsigni, the lrnplcrncntationi had t be modified (Irnplcmcntation-). 
When a new faster method or algorithm i being u ed, the requirement had t e 
change accordingly (Requirement ). There i no d cumentati n and te ting in the 
ev luti n model a b th i arried ut thr ugh ut the dcvel pment lif c I". The 
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3. 2.1 Strength 
• Suitable even for small scale project. development 
• Iterative every time a workflow has change 
• Systematic model that shows the nows of every event change 
• Contain a baseline that include all current ver ion of development 
artifacts 
• Emphasis on testing and documentation where both i to be done on every 
workflow 
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3. 3 Information Gathering Methods 
• Study of existing documentation and project 
Since this project involve technique that is new and is curr ntl . till in 
research, the main source of requirement i fr rn ·i ting 
documentation. Internet has been the main source of re arch ince it is 
borderless throughout the world. Through the internet earch engine 
such a Google and Yahoo!, many research paper and pr ~eel has been 
u e a case study to under tand and develop the y tern. Exi ting 
pr ject and similar the i paper ha al being tudied to get the idea of 
devel ping the y tern. 
Books and ref erences 
ince the paper and review arc m tly hard t under tand, reference 
book from library ha play an important role f etting up a mind that 
i ready t analyze the pr [ect paper that it may extract the trcngth 




i cu i n. with group memb .rs arc very important in under ·tunding 
and clarifying the requirement and the de i n f the tern. 'I hr ugh 
di cu i n, view from different angels n the system and devcl pment 
te hnique an e tained, Thi help ed t a id th blind 
.rtuin i 'sue· du to tu k of -riti ·al md multi-dim ·n i nul unul sis. 
l)ocnm ·nt Rnom 
·1 h ire \ I t or p • ious th ·sis l'n Ill scnk r stor ·d 11 th ' Do .um 'Ill 
f th iuldcltncs 
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guideline and idea on how to generate a good report, by valu Hin 'l the 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANAL Y I 
4.1 System Analysis 
System analysis is a problem solving technique that dccompo c a y tem int 
its component pieces for purpose of studying how well tho e component p rts 
work and interact to accomplish their purpose [23]. System analysis is es ential 
to provide a more though understanding of the project problem and need that 
triggered the project. The project domain i tudied and analyzed to gain a 
more understanding of what work what doe n t and what's needed. The 
purp e for analysi phase are: 
ain an under randing f the overall y tern data fl w and y tern· 
work. 
)...- Identifying the maj r comp ncnt . 
);- Research on current and late t development technologies. 
}.- Identify the oflwarc and hardwar requirement to develop and re idc 
the y tern. 
).- Analyze and plan contr I feature t develop a robu t and reliable 
'Y tern. 
reatc a requirement pecification d ifinition that in .lude both 
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4.2 Requirements Analysis 
In the Leaf Recognition M dulc, the function that i rcquir d i Ii t d b I ,, : 
4. 2.1 Functional Requirements 
4.2.1. J Digital Image Analysis 
Function Name Digital Image Analy is 
Priority ential 
Brief Description Allow unknown digital image to be analy i for feature extraction 
Features I. Image Analy i 
General Synopsis The 
the ystem. The digital image is then proce ed to acquire the ·nape, 
c lor and tructure f the leaf. The features are then u ed a input for 
the feature classification pr ccss of the neural network. 
Perform analy i proce to the image in the image library and 
mark the token . 
2. Add/Remove pccies image 
Allows rganization of image' f r the image library. 
Analysis option 
All w the u er l onfi ure th threshold and di rtance of the 
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4.2.1.2 Neural Network Training 
Function Name Neural Network Training 
Priority Essential 
Brief Description Allow system to be trained with the imag from image library to 
classify image features 
General Synopsis The neural network function allows the system to be trained to perform 
object cla ification. After the image in the image library being 
analyzed, the neural network will be trained to recognize the features .. 
Features I. Neural Network T lbox 
The toolb x all w the u er t c nfigure the neural netw rk 
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4.2.J.3 Neural Network Features Classification 
Function Name Neural Network Features lassification 
Priority Essential 
Brief Description Allow system to classify the input image' feature 
General Synopsis lassification function allows the system 
to classify the features extracted from the query image. When the user 
input an unknown leaf image the image will be analyzed to extract the 
features required for the image retrieval proce s. The features will be 
recognized with a degree of similarity and serve a a query for the 
image retrieval pr ce . 
Features I. Analy is ptions 
Allow. the u er t configure the uch a thrc h Id, 
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4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements arc a important a 
defined as constraints under which the system mu. t p rate and . rand rd, 
which must be meet by the delivered system. wo f the mo t imp rtant non- 
requirements of the Leaf Recognition Module arc: 
1) Precision 
The 'precision" of the retrieval is the percentage of the K documents that 
belong to the correct species (14). PRECISION is the ratio of the number of 
relevant record retrieved t the t tal number f irrelevant and relevant 
record retrieved. It i u ually expre cd a a percentage. 
C: No. of irrelevant 
records retrieved. 
A: No. of relevant 
records retrieved. 
PRECISION: A~C x 100% 
Figure 4.1: Precision 
2) Recall 
he ' recall" f the retrieval i the percentage fall d umcnt fi r the c rrcct 
.pecic that arc included in the t p K retrieved d .umcnt [ 141 . R : '/\ 
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relevant records in the database. It i u ually expressed a a p r nrn "' 
A: Number of relevont 
records retrieved. 
B: Number of relevant 
records not retriov d. 
A 
RECALL: A+B x 100% 
Figure 4.2: Recall 
On the other hand, the system should be: 
3) Response Time 
The ystem hould able to retrieve inf rmati n within a rea onable interval 
time. er will be willing t u e the y tern if the re pon e time i within 
acceptable range. 
4) User-Friendliness 
Thi ystem i ad pted with minimal migrati n pr blem fr m paper- a d 
y tern t c rnputer-ba ed y tern. he graphical u er interface h uld be 
clear, c nci e and n t cluttered. It de igned in a way that f II w the 
I gical fl w f the thinking. It di play c nfirmati n me 'a ic t a· sure the 
u er f what ha een d ne and al pr mp warning r err r me age t 
help u crs t c rrect the mi Luke· and pro ced v ith the p rati n . All the c 
arc a le l uide u .er b itter in op .rating the ' t rn. 
5) R )liability 
A 
md U 'llfU ' 
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errors must be taken into account during the de ign and dev I pm ent • t , • 
Reliability is also responsible to make the correct re ponsc and pr vid error- 
handing ability. 
6) Understandability 
It is a degree of self-descriptiveness. The y tern hould c ntain nough 
information for the users to determine its objectives, assumptions constraint, 
input, outputs and status. No excessive information i pre ented. 
7) Maintainability 
A product is maintainability if the system program are ea ily modified and 
te ted in the case f updating a pr ce to meet a new requirement, c rrecting 
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4. 3 Technology Review 
4.3.1 Software Development Tools 
Due to this proposal is the Leaf Recognition Module, the oftware 
development tools that takes into considerations arc limited to availability of 
specific functions. 
1. Imaging Functions 
The main purpo e of this module i to develop an engine that was able 
to recognize digital leaf image. The oftware development t ols used 
hould ready with variety of imaging function that allow pixel 
manipulation·. It should all w image pr cc ing work uch a· n i c 
removal, edge detecti n, tran formati n r egmentation t be d nc. 
2. J Iigh tability and reliability 
Due to the involvement of the artificial neural network application , the 
oftware development to hould have high tability. Artificial neural 
network programming i a high iterative, o the final pr gram may 
era he if the ftware devel pment t I are n t table en ugh to 
handle the pr ce . Thi m dulc al acce e a large image library f r 
the iterative pr cc . The oftv are d evclopmcnt to 
lar e databa with lar ima · norin l. 
rient id (00) Progrc1111111i11g and D nami Linking 
on r Ii 1bl · · din • l>y 
through · ntroll ·d 
11\u mad 111 r · 
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make development process much faster and cleverer. Dynnmi linkinc 
also allows same method to be carried very different param 
the runtime ystem will invoke the right ubr urine. 
4.3.1.l Microsoft Visual Basic 
Visual Basic i a fourth-generation language for de igning and building 
applications with graphical user interface (GUI). Visual Basic is one of the 
most popular and widely used programming language available today for 
developing Windows-based, Database and Internet applications. 
Windows-based application are even driven and they need good 
graphical user interface ( I} upport. Vi ual Ba ic can al o be used t accc 
databa e created u ing databa e management ft ware (DBM ) uch a Acee 
erver 2000 and F xPr . 
Vi ual asic i event-driven; meaning c de remain idle until called 
upon t respond to ome event (button pre ing, menu electi n etc.). An 
r g vern Vi ual Ba ic, N thing happen until a11 ev •nt i · 
detected. nee an event i detected, the de orre ·p ndin > t that c cnt (event 
pr edure) i e, ecuted. Pr gram c ntr I i then r turned t the event pr ce or. 
me F atur fl Vi nial Ba ·i · 
);- Full · ·t f bie ·ts 
}.- R ·:p ms· 1 in us· und k • 
Full ;1rra r tn uhcru iti ·:ii, striu I h 1ndli11g, iud r iphi 'S fun ·tion. 
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> Sequential and random access file support 
> Useful debugger and error-handling facilitie 
> Powerful database acce s tool · 
Package & Deployment Wizard makes di tributing application implc 
4.3.1.2 Java Technology 
Java is a programming language devel ped by un Micro ysterns. It's 
completely object-oriented, flexible than CIC++. You can perform two type of 
Programming work with java: fir t i general application and the econd 
applet . However, application are n t a much developed by using java. 
Programmer use java t de ign apple which can be tran p rted via the 
internet. 
In order t develop Java Applet and Applicati n a jav c mpilcr, and 
runtime environment which i called (Java cvelopment Kit) i needed. Both 
can be downloaded fr m un' web ite. The current ver i n i Java 2.0 
although most programmers u e Java 1.3 in common. Java pr gram can be run 
in Wind w 98, Wind w NT, and olari 2. r higher ma hinc . 
Ac rding t un' definiti n Java i irnple, ject- riented, Di tributcd, 
Int 'rpr .tcd. Robu 'I, c ure, Ar hitc .tur · neutral, P rtable, I ligh performance, 
Multithr ad d I) nami Ian aua re. 
[ 
lcharactorl tic 
Ease of Dov tcpment 
Java v. VI u I B c - A Comp rl on 
ll J v II VI u I B It 
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No. of syntax elements, 
routines 
50 commands, 1 OOOs of 
routines 
=mixed quality of written -p or written d 
docs di organized 
+solid electronic reference -electronic doc $extra· 
HTML few/poor examples '~==============~ 
Documentation 
+JVM/SDK free & easily 
available 
+text editor & browser to run 
-00 design takes some 
extra effort 
-even big er API to master 
Approachability 
Availability of books, tutorials, 
courses etc 
=lots of books and 
tutorials 
=big in college and 
universities 
+can do elf-training 
easily 
300+ command , 1 OOOs of 
routines 
+do useful work quite quickly 
+ VBA Is avallabl In many 
products 
-Learning edition costs $100 
-huge API to master 
some 
=lots of books and tutorials 
+MS and other training 
courses 
=mixed adoption in 
colleges/universities 
Reliability and stability 
Constant and rapid change is drawback to both 
languages 









handling & event Ii tener 
m del 





-Major advantage i 
andlot m del 
irall R •Ii 1bilit 
Is · od of O v to rn nt 
J~ lit r 
-nurncr u new 
routine /syntax 
-ju t moving to 
technology 
-alway bugs in new 
features 
-a mes in data acce 
routine 
+automatic yntax checker 
in edit r 
+direct u e of Wind w 
A Pis 
-opened up to direct 
mern ry hange 
-Active still problematic 
I. I 
lear bu 'S 
bu •s 
1 lh · Iuvor xl tool ul 
Mi ·msoll 
rt tool 
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Visual development =IDEs are quite good =IDE is quite good 
=client side debugging is ++best debu ) r n Ii n1 good by far =good but mixed on Debugging/Testing server debugging =improving on . r ir s id 
=good profiling and te t =some gr .at rd party 1 st 
tools t ols 
+medium scale with +small quick and dirty DBMS 
Project size +server or large- cale n- +medium scale with lots of 
tier/web our 
+Advantage is more 
secure and broad reaching +Big advantage is huge comp nents like 
Other JavaBeans, JBs, servlets, 
army of developers 
etc. =3rd party tools, libraries, 
=3rd party tools, libraries, etc. 
etc. 
[Runtime options 
[Both languages give away l 0-30% speed deficit to 
IC/C++ 
I ross platform [[++Maj r advantage 
1-could be negated if VB 
emit bytecode 
=.exc arnd bytecodc 
=Beans and JB =.exes and p-c de 
Deployment options c mponent =ActiveX component 
=web ervlets =web ervlet 
+browser applets 
+advantage t Java on 
server 
Speed +byte code optimizer , +advantage t VB on client 
tru ted compiled app ju t 
g tting used 
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4.3.2 Application Platform 
While the objective of this pr jcct i ca c the u e for b t ni I us rt 
access a plant knowledge ba c, this ystcm 's application platform h ul b 
ease to use and consist of major computer user . on idering th Windov 
family platform, Window XP has been rede igned to give u er a new 
experience in windows computing. The u er will have a more table and 
reliable environment than previous ver ion of Window becau e it is build 
based on NT technology and Window 2000 kernel. With the trength of 
Window 2000 Profe i nal and the e t bu ine feature f Wind w 98, 
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4. 3. 3 Software Development Tools 
Microsoft Visual Ba ic .N T (VB.N ::.T) i th _ 1lv 
development tools because VB.N T is the newest implemcntnti n f th ry 
popular Visual Basic language and is part of the emerging Mi ro oft .NET 
platform. VB.N T include full object-oriented language features a nev , 
shared IDE, and many data type changes. VB.N T i the language that 
provides the easiest transition to the .N T framework for current Visual Basic 
developers. 
Micro oft rede ign Vi ual Basic u ing the .N T ramework. 
perf rmance i great for ab tracti n . Although it required additional perating 
cost the trade- fT i ance tor benefit uch a reliable code, reu able 
f uncti nality, 
Vi ual Ba ic .N T reflect the f II wing de ign principles: 
• It i rec gnizably the de ccndant of Vi ual Ba ic. An e i ting Vi ual Ba ic 
pr grarnrner will feel immediately familiar with the language. 
• It yntax and ernantic are imple, traightf rward, and ea y t under land. 
The language av id unintuitive features. 
• It give devel per the major feature f the .NET Framework and 
c n dent with the Irarnew rk' · convention'. 
• It i · rea · nably up radea I· fr m Vi ual Ba 'i 
B • ause th· .NET Frum' or ·xpli ·itl ·up1 1rl · multiple c mput ·r 
Ian ua re , it v r s w ·II in 1 multilann« 1 ' • •11 ironm nt. 
It i · as ·c mp· t ihl · ,, ith r re iou: ·1. lu11s ul' Vi 11 ii B 1si · 1s p > sibl · . 
·r f rn ·t ti. Visu \I B 1-,i' .NET h rs th s me synta , the sarnc 
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4.4 Hardware & Software Requirements 
While the system is built under the Mier s fl Wind w. XP platf rm ith th 
hardware setting listed, the hardware setting will be Ii tcd a th optimum 
requirement. However, it is greatly depend on the image library ' h re the 
larger the library, the more advance requirement is needed. 
Optimum Hardware Requirements Optimum Software Requirements 
- AMO Athlon™ XP Thoroughbred 1.8 - Microsoft Windows Me I 2000 I XP 
GHz 
- 768MB RAM 
- 64MB Graphic Card 
- Standard input and output 
- CD-ROM 
- Others standard computer 
peripherals 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
System design is defined as those task that f cus n the p ificari n of 
a computer-based solution. Emphasize on the technical or implementation 
concern of the system. The specification or construction of a technical, 
computer based solution for the business requirements identified in the system 
analysis [23] 
-------- 
Symbol Name Icon 
Process CJ 
Decision 
Data =: I 
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5. 2 System Design 
Hybrid System For 
Botany 
Recognition 
___ __it------.,.---- ----- ,.---- ----- 
Fuzzy ogic : ' a e Base : 
Module : Rea oning (CBR) 1 
1 Module 1 
l - - - - - - - - - -' 
Leaf Recognition 
Module I I 
I I l---------- 
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Figure 5.2: chemattc Description of Hybrid ystcm for Botany 
Recognition 
igurc 5.1 h w the hi rar hy or the prop e y tern. 'I he y t m 
• 11. ist f thr · · maj r parts: the Leaf Re ·ognition Module, the Fuzzy Logic 
Module and th· BR Module. H ur .2 h w th' int ru tion ·tw · ·n th· 
modules and the • t ·rnt1I inr 11t md c ut1 ut. Th · us ·r 1111 input th · ~ ·111· ·h qu .ry 
. ·u h thrr ll ih th ' d \I ibns ' for r ·I 11 ·d k . v nrd \II I r ·tri 'V • th . list or query 
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with the preferences set by the user, the system will then anal zc th qu 'r 1 
image to extract the feature and cla sify the collect the features f th' di aitnl 
input image. The sy tern will then try l retrieve ima e with th . imil r feature 
from the database. The result will be listed together with th d re f 
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Query 
Image igital Images Preferences 
,-----~-------~--------- 
' I I 
I 
I ,- - - 
I 
I 










Figure 5.3: Schematic Description of the Leaf Recognition Module 
rom figure 5.3, a collection of digital image i erved a an input f r 
the y tern. The image will be categorized in it c rre p nding feature . 1 he 
tructured image c llecti n will then being analyze and trained by the neural 
netw rk the n ural nctw rk will re ognize the feature available in the 
image collection. After th' trainin •, th n .ural n twor will act a · a feature 
cla i ficati n engine f r the qu iry ima e. Wh in th' 11, r input a qu iry i111a e, 
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5.3 System Functionality Design 
5. 3.1 Data Flow Diagram 
DFD gives the broadest overview of system input, procc . and utpu " hi h 
data moves, the proce e or tran formation it underg c and the outputs. 
DFD is used in thi project to represent the module of the pr ce involved 
and it is used in system design to form physical development. There are four 
major elements in DFD, which are external entity dataflow, and pr ce and 
data st re. In this project, the ymb I being u ed are following then tati n f 
Gane and ar on. The Table 5.2 bel w ummarizc the yrnb I. 
::.xplanation Symbol Meaning 
xternal entities are object outside the 
with which the y tern y tern 
xternal 
ntity xternal ntity c mmunicate . · xternal entitie are urce 
and de ti nation of the y 'tern' input and 
output . 
A pr ·e s tran form· inc min data fl w D into out ioin 1 data flow. 
I I 
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Oataflow are pipelines throu ih whi ch 
packets of information now. Lal I th 
arrow with the name of the d ta that 
moves through it. 
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5. 3. 2 Context Diagram 
A context diagram is a top level (al o known a cvcl 0) data n w di gram. It 
only contains one process node (procc 0) that generalize the fun ti n f th 
entire system in rclati nship t external entitle . 
Query String / 
...., 
~ 0 ~ 
Query Result Hybrid ystem . 
User for B tany ser 
Recognition 
~ 
Query Image -, 
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Figure S.S: Data Flow Diagram of the Digital Image Analysis Function 
From Figure 5.5 the u er fir t upply the query image in upp rted digital 
image f rmat. The query image will then g thr ugh a prcpr e ing pr cc 
where pr cc uch a egmcntati n, noi c removal or convcr 'i n is d no t 
the query image. The pr c cd query ima re i then u ed to ' trn l out the 










5.3.4 Neural Network Training 



















Figure 5.6: Data Flow Diagram of the Neu ml Network Training Function 
Figure 5.6 how the data fl w f neural netw rk train in function. The u 'er 
first rgani c the a aila le image int imilar feature olle ti n. Then the 
raaniz ·d ima l' will serve a' training input fi r the 'l 'm l r c znizc th· 
feature . 1 
the eaturc with th· minimum 
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5.3.5 Neural Network Features Classification 





Figure 5.7: Data low Diagram of the Neural Network lasslfication 
Function 
igurc 5.7 h w the data fl w f neural network cla ificati n functi n. 
Together with the feature extracted and feature cla ification ability trained 
from the prcvi u functi n, the query image elected by the u r i then 
cla ify it feature int known feature categoric . The re: ult i .. h wn with a 
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5. 4 User Interface Design 
The user interface design consideration arc a below: 
1. Design an easy to use user interface lo case the use of ac omplis hin th ir 
task more effectively. 
2. The pages should have a consistent page font, color, backgr und and pag 
layout. 
3. Provide the users with a path at all time. Do not create dead-end page , how 
system message of fatal err r. 
4. The user should alway be aware of what t do next. Information, in tructions 
and message hould alway appear and in the me area. 
5. Do not u e funny, cute r c nde ccnding w rd r cntcnce. Terminology 
h uld be con i tence and ea y to under tand. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEMENT A Tl ON 
6.1 Introduction 
In this phase, the system requirements and de ign m d I 
will be converted into a workable product. In thi ti n, d lopment 
environment will be tatcd and coding methodology and algorithm 
implementation will be discussed. 
6.2 Development Environment 
U ing the uitable hardware and flwar n t nly help t peed up the 
ystem development ut also determine the ucce s of the pr ~eel. The 
hardware and flware t I u cd t develop the entire y tern are a bel w: 
Hardware Requirements Software Requirements 
- AMO Athlon ™ XP Thoroughbred 1.8 - Microsoft Windows Me I 2000 I XP 
GHz - Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 
- 768MB RAM 
- 128MB Graphic Card 
- Standard input and output 
- CD-ROM 
- Others standard computer 
peripherals 
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6. 3 Coding Methodology 
4th generation language ha been ch en as a dcvcl pm nt t I in this 
system because of its simplicity and rnaintainability. iood pr grarnming . ryl 
will also be implemented uch a u ing con i ten c and m ningful ari bl 
names, code layout for readability and coding de ign. 
The system will be implemented u ing top-down approach. High level 
module will be implemented fir t then f llowed by the I wer level module. 
Lcallmage 
las Neuron lass 
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6.4 FINAL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
;;] •. , • ~ Ii) " 
lll ' x 
J 
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Figure 6.2: Workspace for final ver ion of Leaf Recognition module 
hi i the creen hot f the final y tern implementati n work pace. Two 
major function f thi y tern i the neural nctw rk and the image pr cc ing which 
are coded first. 
The image in mp ncnt implement Prewitt edge dct ti n 
algorithm which ha better re ult than the R bert' r obel y t implcm mtution i · 
n t a c mpli ated a the army' Thi mpon ·nt al irnpl ement a th inn in 1 
algorithm pr id y R. Fi h ·r, . I srkins, A. Wulk ·r and E. W lfurt] 21. Th· 
image pr ce 111 IP) mp 11 mt is di id ·d into s ·v irnl ·I 1ss .s. 
o Imo 'I l'\S 
'I his r fun ti I\,' or Ir 'l's. in) \ di •it 11 l111u I. 
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detection algorithm, which implement the Prewitt al iorithm. P1 "\ ill 
edge detection uses two convolution ma k P, and P whi h arc ns 
follow: 
P, =[~I ~I ~Ii P2 =[=: ~ I:] 
I I I -I 0 
dge Magnitude = Jp~ + p~ 
Figure 6.3: Prewitt convolution mask and edge magnitude 
The converted algorithm is as follows: 
' Funcuon of Prcwiu Edge Detection using function Prewitt onv2() 
Private Function 1~.dgcl)ctcct(llyVal _im •Leaf A· Lea Oma •c) 
' 
Dun mt x As Integer 
Dim int As Integer 
Dim resolution As New Rcctanglc(O, 0, Mc.1r11W1dth, Mc.111l1 lc1 ht) 
' 
Me.im Cd c • irn I nfl31tmop Ion·() 
Me.Burna lcar(1mgEdgc) 
' 
For int Mc.inti leigh: - To 2 Step ·I 
For mt_x Mc.W1d1h • To 2 Step -1 
Mc.rm I'd • • 1f'1xcl(1nt x, ml , 
Me.Prewiu onv2(ml , ml , 11n Le f011mup)) 
Ne. t mt x 
Next int 
_1mgl afbmpAllcrFO Menn Ed • Ion· 
' I oop through the bitmap and tilter pixels with threshold 
' und thinning proces 
Mc dblThrcsh Id (Mc.dbl Ihreshold •Mc dblMu Pi clValu ·) 
' 
For mt 0 To Mc.mtMc1ght - I 
For int_ 0 To Mc.Width - I 
Me.rm l-:dgc. c1P1xcl(in1 ml 
Mc.Filtcrlhrcshold(Mc.1ms£d c. 1·t1'1)(cl(1nt , 1111 ))) 
Next ml • 
Net mt - 
1111 I ··1fbmpAlkr'1 hn: hold Mc un Ed c. Ion· 
I nd ru11c11011 'Fd 'CD ·tc t 
' I 'or the cd '" d ·tcclmn the 'Pre" 1lt" lo tnthrn 1. u' :d 
m1Cnn 11\1('1111' X 
' (I 0 I) (I ·I I) 
( 1 o I) ( 0 0 0) 
(IOI) (111) 
l)@hl 
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UmgLeaf.GetPixel intx - I, _inly - I ).GetBrightnc.~s t _ 
_ imgl.eaf.Gctl'ixcl intx, _inty • I). ctBrightn + _ 
_ imgl .eaf.GctPixcl intx + I, _inty • I). ct Ori hmcss) 
dblConvY = UmgJ.eaf.GctPixcl intx • 1, _inty + I) "tflri htn ss 1 _ 
_ imgLcaf.GctPixclUntx • I, _inty). 1c1Drightncs. ~ _ 
_ imgl.eaf.GetPixcl intx - I, _inly - I). ; tOri(lhtn ~). 
imgLeaf.Ge1Pixel inlX 1 I, inly 1 I) (let Ori htn . s 1 
_1mgLeaf'. c1P1xcl intx 1 I, inty) J •inn hrn . 1 _ 
_ rmgl.caf c1P1xel(_1111x 1 I, _inly - I). 1c1Brigh1n :s.) 
dblMagnitude .. Math Sqrt(Math Pow(dhl onvX, 2) ~ 
Math Pow(dbl onvY, 2)) • I 00 I 
' To gel the max pixel brightness 
If dblMagnitude > Me.dblMaxP1xclValuc 1 hen 
Mc.dblMaxPixclValuc • dblMn nitudc 
End If 
' To get the mm pixel brightnes 
JfdblMagn1ludc < Mc.dblMmP1xclValuc 1 hen 
Me.dblMinPixclValuc dblMa nuude 
End If 
Return Mc ruyScalc 'olor(dblMagn1tud ) 
' 
Table 6.2: ample coding for edge detection 
The lmageProces ing las al o contain a thinning algorithm which 
i used to reduce the width f the re ulted edge pi el int ne pixel 
width. This algorithm mainly i to ea e the feeder collecting 
alg rithm. 
0 0 0 
1 
1 1 1 
0 0 
1 1 0 
1 
Figure 6.4: onvolution ma k for morphologi ·ul thinning 
Thi pr ce i iterated everal time .. At each iteration, the irna ie i. 
f t c nv Iv d with the I >fl mask th ·11 the right. Then the irna ie 
cd with th· rcmninin 1 six 90 r tat i n s of th t\ o ·I uncut ·. 
l) 1 1 1 2) 1 ) 0 0 0 3b) 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
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Then the resulted image is convolved with the ma k in Ii iur 
Mask figure 6.5.1 and figure 6.5.2 imply find. the b undar of ' 
binary object, i.e. it delete any foreground p ints that on't 
least one neighboring background point. Ma k figure 6.5. u. t 
remove unde irable short spurs. The e ma k i al o perform d ral 
iteration and each iteration each clement mu t be u ed in each of its 
four 90° rotations. 
The algorithm in VB.N ~T i a follow 
' Function ofthmnmg algorithm 2 that finds pattern 111 function Pattern{) I to 8 
' and remove unu ed pixel to produ ca one pixel width edge 
Pnvate Sub Thmning2(13yVul ungLcaf A Leaflma c) 
Dim width As Integer 
Dun height A · Integer 
Dunn A Integer 
' 
For 1 As Integer 1 To S 
For n I To 8 St •p I 
For width 0 To Mc.1otW1dth • 1 
For hci ht 0 To Mc. mtl 1 ight - I 
lfM.:.Pnttcn \ idth, height, n) "I hen 
Mc.1111 Ed S tP1x 1(1 1dth. h 1 ht, Mc.llA 
Fnd If 




im I nfbmpAf\erThm Mc.1m Edge. lone 
End ub 'I hinnmg2 
' Function of pruning nlgoruhrn that finds unused ed ic after the tlunmn • ol ronthm 
' ood remove 1l b comparing the p;1tt.:111 111 function Paucrnt) 9 - 17 
l'nv t •Suh l'runm n Vol llTI Leaf A I .cnflma I ) 
1)101 width As lute 'Cr 
Dun h 1 ht lute 'Cr 
I 1111 n lnic •c1 
For 1 s 1 ntc er I ro 2 
I 01 n ') 1 o 17 Step 1 
ror 1 1dth 0 1oMc111tW1d1h • I 
I 01 he1 ht () Io Mc. mt] 1 •1 ht· 1 
11 Mc l'ut1c111(w1dth, h ·1 ht, n) 1 hen 
t ""f l'duc S ·tl'm.:1 ' 1dth, h •1 hi, Mc llAC:KOllOUNIX'OI K) 
Ind II 
Ne th•1 11 
Net wnlth 
Net 11 
Ne t I 
111111 ·;1t h111p 11·1111111 r-.1•1111 hit••• 'Inn 
I nJ Suh '1'11111111 • 
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o Leaflmage Class 
Leaflmage class contains all information for a leaf im in. rt id to 
the ystem. It contains the file name, file path, fi atur , fl d r nd 
tokens of this image used for training neural nctw rk. 
o Lea eaturc la s 
This eta contains information fa feature u •d t categorize imilar 
image. It contains the feature name and feature c de of a category. 
o Feeder las 
This class is used a part of the Leaflmage eta that tored the points 
on the image that will e used t c llect the t ken f r neural netw rk 
training. ach feeder i a ct f tw c rdinate p int n the image. 
ach token i. a set of co inu and inu value f the feeder. 
Figure 6.6: • ample of a fc ed ir polut 
1 he th ·r main modul · is th· 11 '11ral n ·twc rk NN mt dul ·. Th· 11 .uml 
h s •11 t I e us ·d i11 thi' s stem i, the I t • 
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between responding correctly to the input that is u cd in th' rrainine 
(memorization) and give reasonable re ponse to input tha.l is similar but 1Dt 
identical to the input used in the training (generalization). Thi. m dul L als 
divided into several components: 
o NN unctions la s 
As this Leaf Recognition m dulc u c the backpropagation n ural 
network, the NNFunctions class contain the major functions for this 
neural network such as the activation function, feedforward proce , 
backpropagation process and calculation of total quared error 
function. he sample c ding i as foll w : 
' Fecdforward proces ofncurnl network to cul ulatc output ignul 
Public Function F \.-dForwnrd(llyVul dbllnput As Army, 
13yVol I liddcnNcuron() /\s I hddcnNcuron, ByV I utputNcuron() As OutputNcuron) 
' 
Dim intLoop As Integer 
Dun dblZ out I l1ddcnNcuron ·n th - I) As Double 
' 
For mt Loop 0 Io I hdd ·nN iuron ·n th· I 
dblZ_uut Se1V lu I hd lcnNcuron(mtLuop) Get 1tput dbllnput), mt Loop) 
Next mt Loop 
' 
For mt Loop• 0 To utputNcuron Length· I 
_ utputN 11ron(111tLoop) ·t utput(dbl/. out) 
Next mt Loop 
' 
Fnd Funcu 11 'Fcedl-orward 
' Feedba k proce of output error inform 11011 to lculate error term 
Public Funcuon (), kpropagull()f1(13 V 11 d llnput As Array,_ 
B Vol I llddcnN ·uron ) s I hdd •nNcuron, 13 V I OutputNturon ) As C 11p111N ·urnn) 
' 
Dun mu.oop s lntc ier 
' 
For mtLoop • 0 ro utputNcumn Len th • I 
111putN ·urnn(mtLoop) , tF1ror'l'c1m(111tl <Kip) 
Next mtl ocp 
' 
For 11111 (KIP 0 Io I hcltk11N ·1111111 I 'Ill th· I 
I hdd nN ·u1 lll(nlll t)( 1) i 'll'tlllr I cnn 011l(llllN '111'\ill, 111111 l(l) 
C\t 11111 uop 
l 111 111111 •P (I I 11 l lidd ·nN 111011 I •nt\th I 
111 kk11N ·11n111 11111 111111) ; ·1\ •wh1 ·111111•1 111 ll11p111) 
<: 11111l 1l<l(l 
In 111111 111111 'Il.1 ~p1t1p.1v.1111111 
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o Neuron Class 
This class is the base class for I liddenNcuron and OutputN ur n 
Class. It contains the basic functions perform t. a n ur n u h 
weight initialization and calculation of weighted input si ial. r a 
better learning result, thi neuron u c the Nguyen-Widrox 
initialization. 
• Training in1tiali1,alton of weight value using NGUYEN-WIDROW miunhz 11 n 
Public Ovcrndablc 1:uncuon lnitiali1.cWcight(ByVol _Input ount As ln1cgcr._ 
ByVul _1 liddcn ount As tnicgcr) 
Try 
Dim intLoop As Integer 
Dim scatcf'ac As Double • 0.7 •(Math.PO\ I hdden ounl, (1 / _lnputCount))) 
Dim dblWeightOld As Double= 0 . 
Mc dbl Weight upacny _Input ount . 
For int t .oop 0 To lnpul ount • I 
Mc dblWcight Add(Mc. ictH ndNum(Mc.cl. ictOpt S I )) 
Next mu.oop . 
For mtLoop 0 To lnp111 'ount • I 
db!Wc1ghtOld dblWc1ghtOld I (Math Pow(Me.dblWc1ghl(mtLoop), 2)) 
Next intLoop . 
For inti .oop 0 To Input ount • I 
Mc di !WCI hl(mtl XlP) (M. dblW I hl(mtLOOp). s nl F ) I 
(Muth &1n(dblW 1 •htOld)) 
Next 1111Loop . 
C11 h As Ex cp11011 
End Try 
l-nd l·unc11011 'l11111oh1eWc1ght 
Table 6.5: ample coding for wei~ht lnitinlizntion 
o HiddenNeur n 
HiddenNeur n eta provide additional function a· a hidd en neur n 
fa multilayer a kpr pagati n n eural n .tw rk. Thi· cla s inherits 
n iuron ba • la .s · it h ts all n iur n fun .tion ·. 
o utputN ·uron Ins 
ulputN iuron .lass ~ rovid .s a ldition 1l li111 ·tion IS a utput n ·unn of 
0 11 ·uml n ·tv or~. This ·I 1'\S inh ·rit'\ nc11nm I '" • ·I 1s'\ so it h, · ull 
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CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM TESTJN 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the developed system will be tc tcd u ing et f leaf im g 
downloaded from the internet. In the image proce ing m dule unit te ling will b 
conducted to check every function of the module perf rmed ptirnally. Then the 
neural network will be tested for it memorization and it generalization. Figure 7.1 
show list of images u ed in thi testing pha e. 
Besides testing of the functionality of the system, the purp e of this te ting 
phase also allows the system to have a default ptimum configuration to be u ed in 
mo t of the ca c . B th the training and rec gnition ha the c nfigurati n f r u er t 
input the euing . Thi le ting pha e will find ut the ptimum c nfigurati n value t 
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~ • • speclesl_Ol .JPO speclesl_02.Jpo specll!u _o:i. JpQ 'pc!( sl _04.JPO .jPQ 
• • + species t _06. JPO species l_(t7. JPO speclMl_OO.JPO SJ)«IMl_09.JPO spedesl_lO.J>o 
• ' • • specles2_01. lPo specles2_02. IPQ specles2_03. IPQ specles2_04.J>o specles2_05. Po 
• • • spccles2_06.IPQ spccles2_07 .P;i spccles2_06. Jl>o specles3_01. JPO spcclesJ _ 02. Po 
+ 
speclesJ_03.JPO specles3_04. Po specles3_0S. JPO specles3 _06. Jpo 1es3_07.1Po 
• ~ • specles3 _(16. JPQ seee _(l9.JPO speciesq _O I . JP0 1_02.JPO ~1 UJ •• 10 
- • • * 
spec q _()'I. !Po • 01.lflo It'\ 01.k'IJ \'1 l)J .• ~ I< ., 01 •• lfJ 
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7.2 Module Testing 
7. 2.1 Image Processing Module 
7.2.1.1 Edge Detection 
Image Speciesl_O 1.jpg ha been used a testing subject. Figur 7.2 how th 
result of using threshold value 0.5. 
0 
0 
Figure 7.2: Edge detection u ing threshold 0.5 
When u ing the thre h Id value 0.5, n te that there are p int that i 
di c nnected fr m each ther. igure 7.3 h w th inn in algorithm p erforrn 
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0 
Figure 7.3: Thinning on edge detection threshold 0.5 
Figure 7.4 how a thre hold value 0.05 re ult. The re ult image h w many 
unwanted edge i detected. Thi will al affc ted the t ken value a it will e 
con idered a part of the hape f the leaf image. • igure 7. h w unwanted 
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Figure 7.4: Edge detection using thre hold 0.05 
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Figure 7.6: Feeding on edge detection thre hold 0.05 
After everal trying on different image optimal edge detection thre hold 
value fall between 0.25 t o. . igure 7.7, 7.8, 7.9 h w the re ult f 
threshold value 0.3. 
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Figure 7.8: Thinning on edge detection threshold 0.3 
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7.2.1.2 Thinning 
The thinning algorithm used will thin the edge line into ne pi rel width, but th" 
algorithm exchange the efficiency with the cost of pcrf rmancc, It requir _ 
iterations for an image to be resulted in a perfect edge. 
Test with only one iteration, figure 7.10 show an almo l but n I p rf t r ult. 
Circle in red is the imperfect result. Figure 7. I I and 7 .12 how the same 
result, all is one pixel width. 
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Figure 7.11: Thinning with 2 iteration 
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For the neural network training, five of each ct f image i u cd a train in . "I 
for the neural network. 
speclesl_Ol .jpc;j species 1 _02. jpg spedes1_03.jpc;j 




Figure 7.14: Training set 2 
specles3 _ 02.. jpo specles3 _03. jpg speclcs3 _()4. jpg 
Figure 7.15: Training set 3 
'1_0'4.jpg 
Figur • 7 .16: Trnlnlng s t 4 
species 1 _05. PJ 
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speciesS_Ol .jpg spedes5_02. lPo species _03.!PO sp eess _(l'I . tpo speclcsS_OS.j)O 
Figure 7.J7: Training set 5 
Two set of training configuration has been made to compare the re ult of the 
memorization and generalization. One is 50 iteration and one i 500 iterations. 
Input ount: 202 
Hidden Neuron unt: 20 
Output Neuron ount: 5 
lterati n: 50 
earning Rule: 0.3 earning Rule: 0.3 
Training I: 
Input ount: 202 
Hidden Neuron ount: 20 
utput Neur n ount: 5 
Training 2: 
Total Squared rror: 0.004 T tal quared error: 1.461 10"12 
Time ·lap e: <I Minute Time Elap e: < 4 Minute 
Table 7.1: Trulnin~ confi~urutlons 
Aller 5 iteration· the t tat ·quurcd ·rror of the training re .ult i · 0.00 , while 
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All of the images in the training et are being u ed as recognition subj ·t t t 'St 
the recall of the trained neural network. haded c lurnn the de. i zd suit 
while red color number is the recall result. Number that i n ar rt 0 indi t • 
the more similar it is to that category. 
For training I, the recall i a follows: 
SlmllArlll'_ -·-- 
I mate C'alfforvl CalHOrv2 <"alHOO'J ("atrtron4 c:.cnon·5 
Specics l Otina I 025R21075 2.424461678 1.891622842 1.96519885 2.424461678 
Species 1 02. ina I 2l1688259 2.374132535 1.753543215 1.846771443 2.374132535 
Socciesl 03.io!! I 26R436153 2.41790873 1.750147027 1.868737441 2 41790873 
Species I 04 IOI! I l71899i:! 2.310045446 1.6544 77911 1.731158437 231004~6 
Soccies 1 05 ioa I ~l71>SIHC 2.423860491 I 720838531 1.911155926 2423860491 
Soeciesz 01 iDI?. 2.375164853 I 1,7_ \11/1>7.. 3 .241396335 2.073696166 3.241396335 
Soccies2 02.inP 2.415874083 () 626069031 2.271219093 I .835627287 2.415874083 
Soecics2 03 1nP 2.365233874 (} <;(,'i88 l414 2.128820897 2.051430254 2256372807 
Soccies2 04.m2 2.035207575 I til683313l 2.597509748 I 614078725 2 673878497 
Socciesz OS in11 2.376915257 I , ,.,s,~ is 1 3 006357211 2. I 53085305 3 006357211 
Socc1esJ 01 iol' 1.701704779 2.597613067 1.778114Wl 1.681244122 2597613067 
Soccics3 02.•nll 1 654083009 2.745981095 1.792121}992 1 891297905_ 2 745981095 
Socc1cs3 03 ml! l.53172M91 2.50694293 I t>027539V4 1.851683169 2 506')4293 
So..:cics3 04 IPR I 209441159 1.21715717 I 811426481 1.66908174 1.757706659 
Snccics3 05.inP I 4176229·16 2.617785446 I 77022173 I 950069887 2 617785446 
Socciess 01 mn 2.24886333 2.262295776 2 171414186 f I 1, _ ' 7 )11 2 262295776 ~--- 
Specics4 02 i0t• 2.2206674 2 2206674 2 2206674 0114()')1%8~ 1.546609501 
Socc11..'S4 03 ID!! 2 095327885 2 161905847 2 020078233 0 161905847 2.161905847 
Soecies4 04.ml! 2.070023562 1.762177935 2.550312245 I '·'I 11.x1.11 2 668004661 
Spec1csS 01 mf! I 646980743 1.428263176 2022382462 I 140536321 2 0223K:!4t>2 --··· 
Soecics5 02 me 2 082837194 2 082837194 2 068693869 2013446351 00%74RI07 
Soeciesf 03 ioit 2 079845292 1.75528302 2.65752314 2.65752314 I 183376112 
Socc1cs5 04.102 2. 846041506 2.846041506 2138 81~ I 84 6 9287 I 17116151\ - 
Soecies5 OS.ion 2.7129<>t22 2.712QM22 2.367864093 I 1072.\5013 I 84M30IOS 
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For training 2, the recall is as follows: 
Slmllarltv 
I mate Camron- I C1tt11orvl ('atHorvJ ('11•-01"114 ('1.....,0 ... ~ 
S oecies I 0 I. i oo I 2908201112 2.642771959 1.793348209 2 086389072 
• 64.7719.SQ 
Soecies I 02.ioit I 2fll4Sl!424 2.4524221162 I 624919793 l.!!64672111') 2 ·1.Sl-12286~ 
Species! 03.io!! I ~58267511 2.5977775 I 5 I 6!1904588 2 026297144 2.5977775 I 5 
Soeciesl 04.ioe I 329284777 2.412815344 1.5422377% 
1.827153698 2 11 l 2R 15).\,1 
Soecies l 05.ioa I \ 17' 17 •'"• 2.593780056 1.658516662 
2 05201783 2593780056 
Snecics2 01.iol! 2.553325803 o "·· "II' 2.447745616 1.968559597 2.553325803 
Soecies2 02.iM 2.479103891 () 54009'1768 2.336005924 
l.927610605 2 -179103891 
Soecies2 03.iol! 2.421399331 () 6114349717 
2.213824893 I 863741061 2.410052235 
Soecics2 04.ioe 2.032888082 () 058066581 2.027767663 
1.965011762 2 031758379 
Soecics2 05.ioe 2.528365624 I 1 il7'·· 711» 
2.696123706 l .522050746 2.696123706 
Soecics3 01.io!! 1.758945728 2.8180768 
I ,JH<d I ,, 2.13024204 2 8180768 
Soecies3 02.ioe 1.741498261 2.725619409 
I I 11905·1 2.006307985 2 725619409 
Snecics3 03. i 01• I .800279726 2.857150003 I "5I030l(>I 
2.089115695 2857150003 
SD\.'CiCS3 04 ID!! 1.720983693 2.836515827 
I '\80671 lS 2.145899075 2.836515827 
Soecics3 05.ID!! I. 755274275 2.839747826 
I '•cl<•\71 '> 2.151682798 2 839747826 
Soecics4 01 ioe 2.177859257 2.260606958 
2.260606958 11.IJ~.,,, .. "~ 2 260606958 
Snecics4 02.io!! 2.037513587 2.05598866 
2.049210198 0 OSS<J811t.1. 2 053898406 
SD\."CJCS4 03.ID!! 2.000000329 2.000000265 
2.000000329 I 291 ,()7 2 000000128 
Soecies4 04 me. 2.000000058 2.000000058 I . 999999975 
I 711 ll' 2 000000058 
SDL-c1cs5 01.iou. 2.150816574 1.434157966 
2.351906717 2.351906717 I 1)717l~Vil 
Snccit.'S5 02 ID!! 2.000000165 2.00000018 
200000018 2.000000126 I ROI ct 
Soccics5 03.ml! 2.118380924 I .S4 I 303865 
2.75679095 2.75679095 I H'IR~16ll 
Sncc1cs5 Q.1.1011. 2.176361222 2.178001476 
2.178001476 1.879243964 0 29!089312 
Sncc1csS 05.0011 2.194194954 2.19552598 
2 193420117 I 880530395 () 1076!!l'i 11 





Table 7.5: Rec11ll rate of training 2 
From the result tables, the le the total quared err r the training ha , the 
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Next is testing of generalization of the neural network. Fi ure 7.20 shows th' 
image list used as testing subjects for the neural network. In the image IL t th re 
is image that is from the ame category as the training sets, while th 
from different. 





SpCdesS _()6. pg 
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-·- Slmlb1rlty 
lma2e Cateaorvl CatH~rv2 < '11tt11.orvJ ('atffol"\/4 ("••-·"' 
Species! 06.ioo I 180S43163 2.078564189 1.5 I 0629274 1.637664252 •. 07115Ml!N 
Species! 07.ioe I 012521244 2.093658528 I.I R2 94~ I 99 9·19711 • OR77~Ml7 
Species I 08.ioe. 1.9011751135 2.253594574 I 2440Sl!K I 1.Ktil1IM14 1.'>2·t·l.IN 19 
Species! 09.in<> I 11/2732675 1.978300431 1.21966739<) I 866946806 2 0.17561162 
Soeciesl 10.inP 1.543702436 2.222759767 I J!l4M4691 2.012313083 1.7R7R.11!15 
Soccies2 06.ioe 1.489231 163 2 0'>76H7SKl I 922739916 1.999351959 2 62·!0'>5861 
Soccies2 07.io2 2.143291736 O'JJ 1111. , 2.429976106 2 211410878 l R9138911.t I 
Soecies2 08.inl> 1.790141586 I 'J7fll>J lOX 2 28577635 2 28577635 I 491347157 
Soccics3 06. inl' 1.307807132 1.370078559 I K34l~OOJ<1 I .5979261111 I 9992Qfl129 
Soccics3 07.in<> 1.641503831 2.370709952 I 2tutn!!W 2.17902869 2 09651429 
Spccics3 08. ioe. 1.826213801 2.105878692 I 2m 1~7!!6 1.773247891 1.699868574 
Scecies.l 09.ioe. 1.402868373 2.17031651 I "I 111':' 111 I 718475962 2.158830362 
Soecics5 06.iol! 1.902756181 1.79473174 1.902756181 1.61038568 0. - ... ---- .. , '" , ... , 
alaburn 0 I . in.. 2.335178245 2.335178245 I 541154914 I 631600728 I 576446434 
alaburn 02.iDi! 2.322683127 I 157385077 2.322683127 2 047373294 I 541592902 
kcllon11.i i 0 I '°" 1.74390801 1.337358818 2.281296921 1.352026525 2.281296921 
kcllorutii 02.iol! J.051338566 1.816254141 1.622444236 I 429240809 1.893564354 
macroohvllum 01 1n11 2.338761412 2 056084067 1.864580521 I 881939225 I 208155713 
macronhvllum 02.iol! 1.044643886 1.816723026 2 073448751 1 661753203 2 221,t()() 
Table 7.6: Precl 'Ion of lntlnlng I 
I 172649107 
1 9955476 2 
1.46 512309 
From th r ·suit table. 11 iurul nctwor traininu 2 ha· a .li ihtl I lier pr n 
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CHAPTERS: Y TEM EVAL ATl 
ON LU ION 
8.1 System Evaluation 
From the testing pha c, the y tern ha performed well. The edge detection 
algorithm give a clear edge image fr m the input image. On the other hand, 
although the thinning alg rithm c t much f proce sing power, it guarantees a 
one pixel edge output. nf rtunately the y tern has le feature than propose. 
Only hape feature can e extract d fr m the input image. Thi i due to 
in ufficient time t build thee tra feature . 
The neural netw rk perf rm well. With the Nguyen-Widr w wci ht 
initialization and modified target , the neural network c nvcrgc u in) less 
ep h than n rmal rand m initialization. 11 
quared err r fi r each training make the applicati n f binary or bip lar 
aim t n eff ct t the training c nvcrgen e. vcrall the neural nctw rk ha a 
good recall rate if the t tal quared rr r dr p el w . 
neural nctw rk h w inc n i tent pre i i n n gen .ralizati n. 
n the ther hand the y tern is still not user friend! . The input digital image 
ha t b manually prcpr ·c ed ' that it an b u d in thi · 'Y t em. Th 
I. however th· 
ima 1 • pro .cssing and neural n etwork · nf rurution still difficult b • 
und irstnnd b th us .r. Th· ·urr ·nt 
tlnm supp sc io t •• 
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8.2 Obstacle Faced 
1. During Analysis Phase 
•!• Determining Scope of the system 
Since there was no prior experience in developing a ystcm, it was hard t 
determine to which extent to define the cope of the system that it an b 
completed within the given time frame. Addition to u ing unfamili r 
development language, the scope has been reduced so that a w rking 
version of system but has less features can be produced. 
2. During Requirement Phase 
•!• Time Constraint 
During the requirement phase, there wa n t enough time t tudy and 
analyze the available solution of de ign in fir t eme tcr. Thi wa due t 
inexperience and insufficient knowledge f de igning a sy tern. 
3. During Implementation Phase 
•!• Problems on implementing algorithm 
During implementation phase, me of the alg rithm d e n l w rk a it 
should be. Alternative lution need to be earch and replace and the time 
is insufficient to tc t thoroughly. 
•!• Pr blem on devcl pment language 
Although the development language u ed i ea to und r tand, 
implementing it nto the y stern till fa cs ome ob stac le. In addition l 
time limit using th' facult lab mt ry fo illty, lution ar • hurd to a .quire. 
4. During Testing Phases 
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Due to large portion oftime is used during implementation phase, testing of 
the system is not completely done well. Testing subjects is also limited due 
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8. 3 System Strength 
v" User-friendly graphical interfaces. 
This system is design with drag and click graphical interfaces. M f the 
operation can be done by click and point operation .. Thus, us er wi II p nd 
most of their time using the system without much input effort. 
v" Flexibility 
The system is design to allow flexibility of usage. Mo t f the feature can be 
use in many ways. The system coding is design in such a way o that each 
class can be reuse in other system without changing much f the c ding. 
Although the design cost in reduce of performance time it doe n't affect 
much of the overall sy tern re ult . 
v" Optimize the performance 
The y tern uses algorithm that optimize the perf rmance of image 
proces ing and neural network. The verall y tern p rf rm· nee h incr a c 
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8. 4 System Limitation 
o Reduced scope 
Due to limit of time in implementing the system, some f the purposed 
feature is not available in this system. The sy tern only proccs cs th 
but not the color and structure of the leaf. 
o Limited image preprocess function 
The image processing function has less ability to preproce s the input image. 
This has resulted less flexibility in using other input image. Input image ha 
to be static in background and oriented in the same way. er have to 
manually preprocess the image before using as an input to the y tern. 
o Limited workspace saving function 
Current version of system only all w u er to ave the trained neural 
network. The image pr ces ing module till lack f aving ability due to 
unidentified coding pr blem ari e in the pr ~c t . 
o Thinning algorithm is processing intensive 
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8. 5 Future Enhancement 
This system will provide a functional framework from which t evolve. 11 --r · 
are some future enhancement's suggestions: 
./ Feature like structure of the leaf should be considered add in to enhun th 
performance of this module . 
./ Better preprocessing function so that no manual editing is rcquir d 
./ Enhance the coding design to take less in proce ing time 
./ Token fetching method should be change to relative cosinu and inu from 
the stem, not cosinus and sinus of two points. This makes the orientation f 
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8. 6 Project Conclusion 
It was thought that this project would be able to determine if a neural nctw rk 
can be an effective tool for determining the plant species thought the l af 
image analysis. Unfortunately, not enough research is being m ad to thi 
project to know whether or not the neural network could return the better r . ult 
or not. Although the two neural networks perform well in memorizing th 
training pattern, neither of them hows a constant re ult in generalizing the 
pattern. This will become worst is the input image i different to the training 
set. The resolution of the image also will affect the analy i and rec gniti n. 
Color feature cannot be used in analyzing because the color will varie n the 
photo taking proce s. Same leaf be analyze a different color if the fla h angle 
is different. 
Based on the results from the testing, it can be c ncluded that the neural 
network i very g od in matching pattern that i fairly re emble t ach other, 
but not an effective tool to be u ea pr po ed bjective . 11 wever the le ting 
should be conducted with more te ting ubject with m re variety f hapc t 
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USER MANUAL 
HYBRID SYSTEM FOR BOT ANY RECOGNITION 
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~I~ j Reroove j 
ew J Cle« Al J 
Preview Propeit 
G llMOO rwtlll 'l)l'Clt>•1_01 l)O 




I) Recognition button - lick to go to leaf recognition t Ibo . 
2) Image list tree view hows Ii l or images added into Ilic sy tern. 
3) Category nodes - Shows the category added to the image Ii t tree icw, 'lick twice to 
rename the category. 
4) Image node' - hows the images added to the sy item under .orr ··ponding al igor . 
lick twice to rename the image name. I rug to desired cut ·gory nod (( chung • 
category. 
5) Add Image button - lick to brows· for imug . to odd into imu •Ii ·t. 
6) R ·mov • button - 'lick tor •1110 es ilc ·led node, 
7) N w Button - Ii k lo add n ., cut ·gor nod -. 
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9) Image Preview - Preview of the selected image. Double click to show double sized 
view. 
10) After edge process preview - Preview of the selected image alter edge dct .cuon. 
Double click to show double sized view. 
11) After threshold preview - Preview of selected image after threshold. Doubt Ii k 10 
show double sized view. 
12) After thinning process preview - Preview of selected image after thinning pro s .. 
Double click to show double sized view. 
13) After feeding process preview - Preview of selected image after feeding proce s. 
Double click to show double sized view. 
14) Properties - Details of the selected image. 
15) Threshold track bar - Track bar of thrc hold value. Drag to reduce or increase the 
value. 
16) Distance track bar - Feeder distance value. Drag to reduce or increase the value. 
17) Progress bar - Progress of current proccs . 
18) Analyze button - lick to analyze selected image. 
19) Analyze All button - lick to analyze all image in image list tr ·e view. 
20) Imaging ti1b- lmagc proces ing toolbox. 
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NEURAL NETWORK TOOLBOX: 
r::I CE] <, EJ <, L L::_J [EJ '""'"G]"" ·- I 
~: .... ~.~.~ ........ L.................................................. ll"l()Mt '.....l ~ 
Recogritjon 
Images Ntl!W<lfk P1QP<>th1tt 
C«eo:><iet: 5 l~Neurcirr f202 ~ 
lea'l'et: 24 Hoddlln Neuron f20 ~ 25 
M11>< lnpoA. 101 Out!M Neurcwr ~ ~ 
ltei..ioorr l5oo _:::;::;.;-- 27 
i.Mt""!l Rl!le ~3 _::=::;;;- 
- Category() 






















__ _.I __ _. 
:_J _ _.. 
Rea<t> 
22) Image Analy Is propertle - 0 Lail of the image analysis proccs . 
23) Network Properties - Neural network configuration . 
24) Input Neuron - Amount of input neurons. 
25) Hidden Neuron -Amount of hidden neuron . 
26) Output Neuron - Amount of output neurons. 
27) Iteration - Amount I training iterations. 
28) Learning Rste - Valu ·for the neurul network learning rote. 
the neural network training i · .omplcte. 
29) ave button - lick Lo sa • the truin ·d n ·uml n nwork. This button nl 1 nil ibl · uf ·r 
30) lnltlall:ic button - lnitiuli1 ·th• ti ·foult n ·urul n xwork ionllgurutlons, 
31) Train button -Truin th · n ·urul n ·twork using th· 
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34) Training Steps - Current of total training steps. 
RECOGNITION TOOLBOX: 
4_ 
Uileocxy Sriatty ltMgO~. • ,_0111") I 
Uileg<>I}() 2.419946339 Filerwne: POCIM1_01 IPO 
Calegoiyl 1. 462627976 Ae.okAionlP><) 400. 247 
Categay2 2.419946338 





fNIA ~ J l.o&dl~ l 
A~ _ ;· ·' L-..:....~--~------------~~------------.....;..-~.,.....~-- 
35) Result table - Result of the recognition for the loaded image. lick to view the selected 
details 
36) Neural Net- lick to load a saved neural net, Up to three neural net con b ·loaded. 
37) Image Preview- Preview of the loaded image. Double click to h w double sized vi w. 
38) After edge proce preview - Pre iew of the loaded image after .dg · d 'l' ition. Doubl • 
click Lo show double siz ·d icw, 
39) Aft.er threshold preview - Pr· iew of loaded irna i ufler threshold, Doubl · ·II k to 
show double sized iew. 
40) After thinning proce previ w Pr· i iv t>f loud id lmug • uller lhlnuin prl · · s. 
Double click to show double ii' ·d i •v . 
41) A fter fi din~ 11rocc . pre I ·w of' lo ul ·<l lmu • 1tl ·r f'· ·dlil pr • ·:> • I mhl 
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42) Properties - Details of the loaded image. 
43) Threshold track bar - Track bar of threshold value. Drag to reduce or increase the 
value. 
44) Distance track bar - Feeder distance value. Drag to reduce or increase the value. 
45) Analyze button - Click to analyze loaded image. 
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B. USING THE SYSTEM 
a. ANALYZE IMAGE 
On the Imaging Toolbox, click on the 'New' (117) buuo». I\ new category (ti ) will 
be added into the image list tree view (#2). 
6().1' .pg 05.i>g . __ __,! Remove_ 
N J Cle&AI 
Select the category, and then click on 'Add Image' (#5) button. I\ dialog bo will 
appear. 
·I O!:..:J 
Browse f r the image file lo be added. Then click on the "Open" button on the 
dialog box. The image will be added into the previous ·elected category. 
New j U..AI 
Adju t the thre hold (111 ) and di stance 1116) ulu • a: d • ·i ·d. S .le ·t th · image, und 
th ·11 ·Ii k on lh · 'A11ol '/. •' (/118) button. An 'A nlon Su .. iss' I 1pup m ·s.~ug · v ill 
appear ufl -r th· irnug · is unul "/ d. 
l \! It 1111 tnl)t_l •Of' the I 'S\llh, 
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b. ANALYZE ALL IMAGE 
Add all image that need to be analyze into the image list tree view according to their 
category. Then click on 'Analyze All' button. Wait until the 'Action ucccss' popup 
message appears. All images arc ready to be used in the Neural Network Toolbo: . 
---------- .. ------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------------- 
Analyzing image will cost a lot of processing power. The 
interface may shows 'Not Responding mo t of the time or 
the progress bar doesn't move or the interlace may appear 
blank. Please wait patiently until the popup window 
appear. After clicking the 'Analyze' or 'Analyze All 
button please do not perform other operations until the 
analy i is finish. 
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c. TRAINING THE NEURAL NETWORK 
ln the Neural Network Toolbox, click on the 'Initialize' (#30) button to load the 
predefined neural network configurations. Make any necessary changes lo the 11 ·urnl 
network settings. Then click on the 'Train' (#31) button. An 'Action Succ 'SS' popup 
message will appear after the training is success. lick on Save' (/129) button 10 
save the trained neural network. 
Pi-· NOl-kf'l-1 
Cot-10« lf"f!U.NMl>n' r202 
L- 2!5 HdlonH""on f:io 


























"""' ()5pg c.o.oorvs 
_1_01ll0 ,......_ JI ... _r._ ... _. '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''l••1UOtlllOiO>•••••l•H111+01olooooo100010++001ot•olll 
-----------------------------------·---------------------------------------- 
'!'ruining the neural n itwork will ·ost u lot of pro· ·s. in 
pow ir. Th· int ·rfocc mo shows 'Nol R ·spondins' most 
or th' time Or th' progr 'SS bur d .sn't 1110 ' Or th' 
int .rfu · • 1110 up] ·ur blank, Pl •as· " uil uli •11tl until the 
1 opup ' indows or I • ir, th 'Truln' button 
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d. RECOGNIZING AN IMAGE 
---·-----·----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
dialog box will appear. Browse for a neural net file. lick on the 'Op 'n' button . 
On the Recognition Toolbox, check on the first Neural Net check box (ti 6). A 
.. 
-·- 0 m.}lf:>J 10.)0jl_lSOOll..J).l-R,.,not 
Qm.}lf:)J6<,,10jljliOOll,..J),U,.,not 














flotol- rN,..,,/N-flortl I) t.ul 
-- ..... -- --- ..-~-- 03 
__ ...... _ -- -- ...... --- ... ----~ 011tnt -- _, - ., '' 
J ~NIA 
Then, click on the ' oad Image' (#46) button. Another dialog bo will appear. 
will be loaded into the system. 
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F-.. rWDO •r."":.Ml,.01 .,,,,, 
n • .,..ljlr~,..l •oo. m 
1 ... .,,,,.~ 0 
03 




Aller that, click on the' Analyze' (#45) button to analyze the loaded image. Analysi · 
result will be showed in ide the 'Re ult Table' (fl 5). 
~egoiy Sirrikwfy 
C«ogotjl() 2 4199-46330 
C«egotyl 1 4626m76 
Utt$g01J12 2.4199-CGnl 
CateQOIY3 0. 710913546 
Uttogoty4 2. 4199-46338 
* ......_. . 
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GLOSSARY 
ACTIVATION 
A node's level of activity; the result of applying the activation functi 11 lo th 
net input to the node. Typically thi i also the value the node transmits. 
ACTIVATION FUNCTION 
A function that transforms the net input to a neuron into it activation. Al o 
known as transfer, or output, function 
BACKPROPAGATION 
A learning algorithm for multilayer neural nets based on minimizing the mean 
or total, squared error. 
ONVOLUTION 
Process that overlay the ma k n the image multiplies the c incident values, 
and sum all these results. Thi is equivalent t finding the vect r inner pr duct 
of the mask with the underlying ubirnage. 
F DFORWARD 
A neural net in which the ignal pa from the input unit l the utput uni , 
(possibly thr ugh int rrnediate lay r f hidden unit ) with ut an 
back to previ u la er . 
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The ability of a neural net to produce reasonable responses to input patterns 
that is similar, but not identical to training patterns. A balance between 
memorization and generalization is usually desired. 
IMAGE PREPROCESS 
Initial processing on digital image primary to reduce data and make anal 
task easier. 
ITERATION 
One performance of a calculation (or group of calculation) that mu tin general, 
be repeated several time . In the neural network literature thi t rm may be 
u ed to mean an 'epoch or a learning trial . 
LEARNING RAT 
A parameter that controls the amount by which weights arc changed durin 
training. 
MEMORIZATION 
The ability to recall pcrf ctly a pattern that ha been learned. 
N URON 
The computational unit in a neural netw rk. ~ ach pro e .sin 1 ·I m nt PE 
receive input ignal fr m ne r more thcr P 's, typicall multi] Ii ed b the 
wei rht on the ·01111 ect« n b ·tw ien rho s .ndin 1 PE und th· · · ivin • Pl;. This 
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activation function. The PEs output signal (its activation) is then sent on to the 
other PEs or used as output from the net. 
PRUNING 
Pruning is a process in which the branches of a skeleton in an image ar • 
removed. One end pixel of each branch is removed for ca h it ration in n 
iterative process. A problem with pruning i that it also remove an end pi , I 
from the object, which is wanted, unless it is a closed line. Thi means that the 
pruning for not closed objects shall be re tricted to a few iterati n t avoid 
removing too much of the wanted information. 
THINNIN 
Thinning i a process in which the outer layer fa c mp nent in an image i · 
removed. The proce i d ne by applying ma k t the uter layer f the 
component. If the mask fit the pixel in the middle i rcrnov d and the pr cc 
continues until all pixel at the urface f the c mp nent have be n tried with 
the mask. This mean that all the outer pixel have t c identified and 
thereafter tried with the ma k. 
THR H D 
A value u ed in orne activation function to determine the unit· output. 
Mathematically the effect f chan in the thre h Id i · t hifl the 'ruph of th 
activation function to the right or I fl· the 'am· effe ·t an b .. a .ompli IP<l by 
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TOTAL SQUARED ERROR 
Used in stopping conditions for backpropagation training. The squared error i 
the summed over all output components and over all training patterns. 
WEIGHT 
A value associated with a connection path between two processing ·I mcnts in 
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